
Secretary of State Voter Guide 

Why would you be the best Secretary of State candidate for the small business community? 

During the pandemic, we heard from business owners with vehicle fleets and employees with CDLs that they 
had a hard time getting renewals done in a timely fashion. What have we learned during those days and how 
can the Secretary of State be adjusted to better serve the small business community? 

What can be done to streamline services for the small business community? 

What is working the best and what are the areas in most need of improvement regarding services to small 
businesses? 

How do you/will you plan to gain insights on the small business community and their needs? 

Continued on next page. 



What best practices from other states could be implemented here in Michigan? 

What role could the Secretary of State play in improving the interface between the small 
business community and state government?


	During the pandemic, we heard from business owners with vehicle fleets and employees with CDLs that theyhad a hard time getting renewals done in a timely fashion. What have we learned during those days and howcan the Secretary of State be adjusted to better serve the small business community?

	Text1: I believe government should work for everyone – Republicans, Democrats and Independents.  That includes the small business community, which is not just a key job provider in Michigan but also the backbone of our economy. The steps we’ve taken to improve services provided by the Secretary of State’s Office helps everyone have a better, more efficient experience when interacting with our office – including small business owners.  We’ve doubled the number of online services available to our customers.  We have partnered with the private sector to put self-service stations in grocery stores and in some branch offices.  And if, and when, someone goes into a branch office to handle a transaction in-person they are in-and-out, on average, in 20 minutes.  Real results are what the business community is looking for and I am proud to say I have delivered real results as the Secretary of State.  
	Text2: While certain federal and state restrictions made it difficult for us to ensure efficient services for CDL licensees in the early days of the pandemic, I am proud that the changes we have implemented across our state that have dramatically improved service and response rates in this area, as well as every other area of our department. For example, when I took office only 28 percent of services were handled outside of the branch office.  Now, 60 percent of the transactions provided by our office are handled outside the branch office environment.  As a result, anyone who chooses to do business in-person, is in-and-out of our offices, on average, in 20 minutes or less.  I hope to partner with SBAM in the future to advocate for necessary changes to federal and state laws regarding CDL licenses to enable us to implement more innovations in the future, just as we worked with many small business owners during the pandemic to ensure they were able to continue to access state services even during that unique and challenging time. 
	Text3: We’ve done more in the last three and a half years to streamline vehicle services for Michigan residents than any other recent secretary of state. This includes streamlining the renewal process for fleets, which is now more efficient and convenient than ever. As we move forward, I will continue partnering with the small business community to identify other areas of innovation - such as enabling many title transfers online - that we can together, working with the legislature on modernizing our laws and regulations.
	Text4: The modernization of the Department of State described above has enabled us to deliver real results for Michiganders, including small businesses and other community leaders. For example, in addition to making more services available online for Michigan residents, we have done the same for many businesses, enabling them to conduct more of their transactions without having to visit our offices at all. In many remaining areas we will need to work with the legislature to modernize our laws to enable more services to be delivered and accessed in convenient ways.  We also want to find ways to highlight and encourage support of local businesses in our local branch offices, a proposal we made to SBAM early in my tenure that we hope to actualize in the years ahead. 
	Text5: Maintaining open and ongoing communication with the small business community will be critical to continuing to service their needs at the Secretary of State’s Office. I would welcome the opportunity to establish regular meetings with leaders in the community to identify ways we can continue to improve our services in the years ahead. 
	Text6: One of the benefits of our department is that it interfaces with more residents in our state than any other. Nearly every Michigander, either as a voter, driver, or vehicle owner - or all three - interacts with our office at least once a year. As such I’d like to explore ways to better connect small business to our citizens - such as highlighting them in our branch offices - and in doing so, demonstrating to other state agencies the need to prioritize improved partnerships with the community.  
	Text7: As an active member and leader in the National Association of Secretaries of State (NASS) and the American Association of Motor Vehicle Administrators (AAMVA), we are always engaged in generating best practices that we can adopt in Michigan.  Doing so is precisely how we identified the state-of-the-art self-service stations now available in grocery stores around the state, which was a best practice from neighboring Indiana and Illinois.  Keeping an open mind that we can always do better, do more and learn from our neighboring states is what has driven us to this point and is what will drive us in the term ahead. 


